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To provide security through cutting edge technology in a cost 

effective professional manner to our clients by creating a safe 

and crime free environment. 

  

 To remain at the cutting edge of off-site monitoring 
technology, thereby becoming the market leader 

 
 To maintain this competitive advantage through 
continued research and development. 

 
 To provide a safe and crime-free environment for our 
clients to perform their functions without concerning 

themselves with surveillance. 
 

 To provide a customized solution in a speedy and 

professional manner 
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Off-site real time surveillance is the answer to the protection 

of your company assets and the safety of clients at ATM’s in 

our country. Our solutions are cutting-edge and technology 

based, ensuring we assist our clients to protect their assets in 

the most effective manner. 

ATM Bombings have increased by about 3000% over the last 

few years and this costs the banks millions of rands on 
repairing of and replacing ATM’s, without even looking at the 
costs incurred through loss of footprint, availability to clients, 

and the money lost through theft and blast damage. Security 
Management Solutions (SMS) makes use of cutting edge 
surveillance systems and the best monitoring technology (with 

control rooms in all major cities – Midrand Gauteng, Cape 
Town, Durban, Port Elizabeth and Bloemfontein) to counter 
the effects of deadly crime. 

 

The major problem to most companies is when an incident 

occurs, but the company picks it up only weeks or months 

later. We believe in immediate reaction, ensuring that you can 

immediately recover or even prevent the crime. We survey 

while you delay… 

SMS will do the real time surveillance of your company’s 

assets and people’s whereabouts while you sleep. 

 

_____ 

 

Security Management Solutions was founded in 2004 through 

a pilot project for Bank ATM Managers where we were tasked 
to identify methods employed by criminals to commit ATM 
fraud and related crimes. CCTV was used to identify methods 

used to commit these crimes and to identify the suspects. A 
service package was then formed to provide a complete 
solution to this ongoing problem. 

The pilot project was launched in Port Elizabeth to find a 
workable solution to the ongoing Printer Receipt and Card 
Reader faults.  Video surveillance was utilized to identify the 

problem more clearly, and it immediately became apparent 
that most Card Reader and Printer Feed faults were caused 
deliberately in an attempt to set up the ATM so as to confuse 

the prospective victim, and create an environment conducive 
for the theft of the victim’s electronic banking card and their 
secret PIN number.   
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One of the challenges of the project was not only to identify 
the perpetrators, but to ensure that arrests were made, as 

well as successful prosecutions using the video footage in 
court. It was of utmost importance that a network was setup 
with all the relevant stakeholders to ensure the above goal 

could be achieved with the final result of reducing the illegal 
ACTIVITIES AT ATM’s. 

Once the effectiveness of using CCTV footage as part of the 

solution was proven, our next step was to monitor the 
activities of many sites from an off-site location live to ensure 
proactive solutions rather than a reactive response. To enable 

us to effectively monitor the various sites, it was important 
that the communication methods between the sites and the 
control room were effective and reliable. For the purpose of 

this we involved a number of service providers i.e. Telkom, 
MTN, and Vodacom. Our current Virtual Private Network 
ensures not only an effective and reliable solution, but also a 
cost-effective and secure one. We are also able to monitor 

sites in remote areas that previously were not possible. 

_____ 

 

A number of stakeholders are involved in the successful 

implementation of the project. A vital factor is not only the 

involvement of the individual but the information sharing and 

commitment from everyone, as shown graphically below. 

 

The diagram is an illustration of the events identified taking 

place at an ATM, and the reaction to them – See Attachment 

1. 

 

All recordings are done on the site, the equipment used for 

the surveillance has the capacity to keep a minimum of 30 

days archived footage, while all incidents identified through 

alarm conditions and other requests from the client are copied 

onto CD and the control room server and kept for future 

reference.  

 

Alarm conditions could include any condition identified by the 

client over and above the paper feed and card reader faults.  

Examples would be Intrusion into the cubicle and seismic 

sensors for the monitoring of malicious damage to the actual 

machines. Our equipment has a number of alarm inputs and 
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outputs and could therefore accommodate specific client 

requirements. Response is on alarm conditions and in 

conjunction with the various stakeholders. 

_____ 

 

The service we provide does not stop at the monitoring of 

ATM’s and company’s premises/assets only!  We provide the 

complete package of providing the evidence to the authorities, 

assisting the SAPS and prosecuting authorities with the 

preparation of dossiers, and giving evidence during court 

proceedings. 

 

Our “incident follow-up management system” allow us the 

opportunity to capture the incident in real time, therefore 

when it happens till the time that the case is handed over to 

the SAPS with all relevant information such as  

 

• video footage of the incident 
• snap shots of the perpetrator involved 
• statements from the management team and   
investigators 

• any other relevant information of the crime scene. 
 

This follow through systems allow us to have a turn-around 

time from incident to the actual handing over to the police of 

24 – 48 hours.  

_____ 

 

We recognize the fact that each of our clients (and for that 

matter even some sites) may require specific needs. After 

testing a number of products and providing evidence in court 

cases, it was decided to develop our own software and 

equipment. The result of this is that we now have a South 

African designed product that can be customized according to 

customer specifications. In the event that a dispute may arise 

in court as to the authenticity and validity of the recordings 

provided as evidence, our experts are available to give the 

necessary testimony relating to the authenticity of the 
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evidence. We are proud to supply a South African developed 

and supported product!  

The number of cameras at each site is dependent on the 

requirements over and above the standard monitoring.   

Our ATM Digital recorder has been designed with an ATM 

interface specifically tailored to your requirements and the 

software developers will be available to interact with your IT 

department at your convenience.  The interface requires the 

data appearing in the ticket history journal to be sent to an 

output, for example the RS232 port.  The data is then stored 

in a database that is linked to the applicable footage, ensuring 

that overlays are not used, as part of the evidence with the 

footage.  This strengthens the prosecution’s case and reduces 

room for error.  In addition, the database can be searched by 

authorized personnel for specific strings and the applicable 

footage played. 

Our control rooms are equipped with the High-End technology 

available and upgraded on a monthly basis according to new 

innovations. 

____ 

 

We are proud to announce that our installation teams undergo 

continuous training to ensure that installations are done in 

such a way that it adds modern value to your business. All 

cabling is protected by conduit or trunking to ensure a national 

standard.  The power supplies are regulated to ensure correct 

feed to the cameras.  In certain ATM’s the cameras are pre-

built into the panels. 

  

On each site the installation of an Uninterrupted Power Supply 

is standard practice to protect the equipment and continue 

recording in the event of a power failure. Our equipment also 

has a self-check process whereby all functions of the recorder 

and the cameras are monitored up to every 60 seconds and to 

report faults to the Monitoring Centres as they are identified.  

With our state-of-the-art technology it allows us to identify 

equipment issues in a timely manner and the fault is reported 

to the technical department via e-mail immediately.  
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After intensive research in conjunction with Telkom we 

designed a virtual private network that is illustrated as follows:  

 

The network can be accessed from anywhere in the country 

via either of the following mediums, ADSL, Diginet, Dial-up, 

3G, ISDN, etc. In order to gain access to this secure network a 

username and password must be issued by the SMS Network 

Manager. This allows the client’s authorized persons to view 

footage from your Company or an ATM live from the comfort 

of your Office PC or laptop, in order to make certain strategic 

decisions.  

 

The network is still subject to the availability and installation of 

the Telkom lines. In the case of a critical site where telephone 

lines of any kind are unavailable, a cellular link is established 

to receive alarm conditions.  Even in the case of a loss of 

communication, all recording is done on site to ensure no 

critical footage is lost. See Attachment 2. 

_____ 

There are currently several methods used by individuals and 

syndicates in order to obtain access to customer bank 

accounts at ATMs. 

Machine Blockages: Perpetrators will block either the card 

reader, keypad or receipt printer to either cause the client’s 

card to get stuck in the card throat, to prevent the card from 

being inserted or to cause confusion. They then proceed to 

swap or steal the card and obtain the secret PIN number 

known in the ATM Security Industry as shoulder surfing. 

Scams: Some syndicates use clever scams to convince the 

client to hand over their cards willingly or trustingly.  

Card Skimming: The use of hand –held skimming devices and 

those attached to the front of the ATM is becoming more 

prevalent. The PIN is stolen and cards duplicated.  

NETWORK 
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Armed Robbery: Incidents of armed robbery have also been 

reported.  

Explosives: Explosive devices have been used recently to 

damage the ATM and gain access to the money in the safes.  

_____ 

Home Security Service package 

 

• 8 Cameras to be installed pointing to the outside 
perimeter of the premises. 

• Monitoring and recording of all activity on all cameras 
on an Event Driven Method. 

• Reporting of suspicious movement or activity by the 
SMS control centre. 

Solution:

 

DVR 

• SMS Standard DVR 

CAMERAS  

• Infrared cameras to be installed in accordance with the 
survey that will be conducted individually at the 

property. 

TELECOMMS 

• Supply a VPN solution to stream the video footage over 
the ADSL line to the control room. All networking 

related requirements are to be implemented by making 

use of power over Ethernet solutions. Voice over IP is 

optional and can be ordered as part of the solution. 
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This feature enables the client to contact the control room 

directly via the ADSL VPN connection. 

________ 

Our service includes the collection, collation and analysis of all 

data to assist in the preparation of dossiers and the 

presentation of evidence in court. The process is only possible 

through proper liaison with all relevant stakeholders, including 

the Justice Department, SAPS, Bank Officials, Company 

Management etc. 

______ 

Security Management Solutions are constantly developing new 

technology projects to improve our already well advanced 

products. This Research and Development Division of the 

company is headed by one of the Directors, Paul Warren. 

Various patents are currently in the process of registration. 

Security Management solutions is proud of their newly 

advanced state-of-the-art Offsite Control Room in Gauteng, 

which is the latest addition to the work of their Research and 

Development Team..  

_____ 

Our National Off-Site Monitoring Centre’s and Offices are situated 

in Midrand Gauteng, Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, Bloemfontein 

and Durban, providing a wide variety of options to our clients. 

Our Head Office is centrally situated in Port Elizabeth.  
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Our Company is managed and owned by 3 directors and are 

all experts in their own specialized fields in the Security 

Industry. William Koen (25 years in the Security Industry), 

Wynand Wessels (12 years experience in the Security 

Industry) and Paul Warren with 22 years in the CCTV, 

Corporate Investigations and monitoring industry. All three 

directors are highly qualified and involved in the daily 

operations of the company. 

 

 

_____ 

 

Security Management Solutions is a proud registered 

Security Services Provider, supplying professional, reliable and 

unbeatable services to our clients.  We have established 

ourselves within the borders of South Africa and are able to 

render the service within these borders. We have set up 

networks with all the relevant stakeholders in the various 

provinces. In the event of one of the regional control rooms 

going off-line (power failure, etc.); all alarms will be 

immediately re-routed to the main control room. Our 

investigation division provides a package solution for complete 

follow through. 

 

Let us show you why we are one of the fastest growing 

companies in our industry in South Africa. 

 

“Leaders in ATM Security Solutions...” 
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Gansbaai Marine 

Schaeffler South Africa (Pty) Limited 

 

*More clients and more details on the contact details of our 

clients can be requested and we will supply it with pleasure. 

 

Visit us at:  

www.secmansol.co.za 

Enquiries - info@secmansol.co.za 

Head Office - Port Elizabeth 

National Call Centre – 0861 086 SMS (767) 

*For a complete list of 

 contact details per Appointment, per Region –  

see Attachment 3. 

 

Security Management Solutions is currently 

supplying Off-Site monitoring options and 

solutions to all industries anywhere in South 

Africa.  

We are “One of The Market leaders in off-site 

monitoring” 
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______ 

©2011 Security Management Solutions – Our product 

and concept are developed in South Africa. Copyright subsist 

in all work published in this Company Profile. Any 

reproduction, in whole or in part, without written permission 

of the company Security Management Solutions is strictly 

prohibited and is an act of copyright infringement which may, 

in certain circumstances, constitute a criminal offence.  

©  
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www.secmansol.co.za 

info@secmansol.co.za 

0861 086 SMS (767) 
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Project Management - Attachment 1 

 

 

Project Management Diagram - This diagram is an illustration of the events identified taking place at 

an ATM, and the reaction to them: 
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Communications - Attachment 2 
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Contact Details - Attachment 3 

 

KEY PERSONNEL CONTACT DETAILS PER REGION & APPOINTMENT 

Region Appointment Contact No E-mail 

Port Elizabeth HQ Directors Paul Warren 
William Koen 
Wynand Wessels 

paul@secmansol.co.za 
william@secmansol.co.za 
wynand@secmansol.co.za 

Port Elizabeth HQ Human Resources Guy Drake guy@secmansol.co.za 

Port Elizabeth HQ National Risk Manager Kobus Claassen kobus@secmansol.co.za 

Port Elizabeth HQ Company IT Manager Philip Wessels philip@secmansol.co.za 

Port Elizabeth HQ Business Development & 

Marketing 

JP Wessels jp@secmansol.co.za 

REGIONAL OFFICES 

Free state & Northern 

Cape 

Regional Manager Hein Strydom hein@secmansol.co.za 

 

Port Elizabeth Regional Manager / Acting Guy Drake guy@secmansol.co.za 

 

Gauteng Regional Manager Bartho Smal Bartho@secmansol.co.za 

Gauteng It Manager Gauteng Bartho Smal bartho@secmansol.co.za 

 

Western Cape Regional Manager Karel Minnie karel@secmansol.co.za 

 

Kwazulu Natal Regional Manager Niven Reddy niven@secmansol.co.za 

 


